SURGERY OF MODERN WARFARE by unknown
but cyclopropane and the ultra-quick acting barbiturates seem to be the most
valuable finds of recent years.
The ideal general anasthetic agent would give a quick, not unpleasant induction,
complete muscular relaxation with light anaesthesia, and quick emergence without
nausea or vomiting.
As such a drug has not, and is not likely to be discovered, there would appear
to be a place for the use of some of the more easily performed field blocks, which
would assist relaxation without (leep anesthesia, and thus maintain a wide margin
of safety, with diminished tendency to post-anaesthetic nausea and vomiting.
The anavsthetic chosen for a particular case by different anaesthetists will some-
times differ, but the broad principles governing the choice will be the same.
REVIEWS
SURGERY OF MODERN WARFARE. Edited by Hamilton Bailey, F.R.C.S.
Publishedl by E. & S. Livingstone, Edinburgh.
ThIAT a surgical book requires a third edition within three years of its first publication, shows that
it fulfils a need, and is a fitting testimonial to the high standard of the work.
This third edition of "Surgery of Modern Warfare" is published in six parts instead of thle
two volumes of the second edition. Only the first three parts are now completed-the other thl-ee
ar-e to follow shortly.
Like the prexoius, edition, the illustrations are profuse and, indeed, in some chapters the
illustra-tions are so good that it is almost unnecessary to rea(l the text. Treatment of wvar WouLn(ds,
civil injuries alnd lesions, followving on the stress of war-, are all brought up to date and clearly
ain(l concisely explained. TIhe priniciples of treatment enunciated are sound. These volumes will
he a great standlby for the house surgeon as well as for medical officers in the Services, and w^e feel
sure the volumes will be retaine(d by these medicall officers for reference when they return to
civil practice.
ILLUSTIRATIONS OF REGIONAL ANATOMY. By1 E. B. Jamieson, M.D.
Published by E. & S. Livingstone, Edinburgh.
A KNOWLEDGE of anatomy is essentially one of vivid pictuLre memories, an(1 Dr. Jamieson has
dIrawvn his pictures of regions of the body in such a clear way that they are rapidly and clearly
impressed on the memory.
The wvork is divided into seven sections, with a volume to eachi section or region. Eaclh region
showvs the anatomy of the bones and of each layer of soft structures superimposed. The colourings
are vivid and the relations of important structures well shown. This book will prove very useful
to the student on return from the dissecting room, or to the stiudent rev,ising for an anatomical
examination.
A practising surgeon, on looking over the book, wvould have no hesitancy in dleciding that the
(irawings were those of a pure anatomist. He would like to see similar drawings, showing those
pictures of anatomy he meets with in the stages of surgical operations, but probably this is
covetousness on the part of the surgeon, and hle must content himself with coingratulating the
.anatomists on this addition to their library.
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